


 

This document is provided as an overview 
for our new graphics library now stream-
lined for Microsoft Visio. Its intention is
to function as a procedural information 
resource rather than a tutorial. Big picture 
processes are covered to give the user 
famili arity as well as minor trouble-
shooting skills.

Whil e some information may a ppear
obvious to the experienced Visio user, this 
manual must appeal to the wide range of 
potential users. No matter your skill level, 
we strongly suggest reading completely 
through this document prior to contacting 
us as most questions will be answered 
herein.

Visio’s interface was chosen as the plat-
form for the new graphics library due to 
its popularity in the business world and 
overall ease of use. To access the Graphics 
Library you will need to install Microsoft 
Visio.

* All graphics included in the BAS Graphic Library are copyright Computrols, Inc.
  The Licensee of this software agrees to not make copies or alterations of the BAS
  Graphics Library, or any of its components, to be copied or distributed to others.



Visio is a tool used through the business
community to develop formulaic diagrams that
convey complex business concepts, ideas, and
systems. Typical operating procedure involves
having two separate files open simultaneously:
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The stencil is the file containing the family of
images used to create a diagram. The drawing
is the file where images from the stencil are
placed (specifically in the “drawing area”). Both
files exist separately so multiple stencils can be
used to create a single document if  desired.

Steps to begin creating a Visio drawing:
1. Open Microsoft Visio.
2. At the top menu, select “File > New > New
drawing.”
3. Now open the Graphics Library stencil
by selecting “File > Shapes > Open Stencil.”
4. Browse for the provided file named “CBAS
Graphics Library.vss” and click “Open”
5. The Graphics Library stencil will
appear on the left side of  your screen with a
green background.
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We have developed a custom stencil file
containing its own graphic library for use in
developing BAS specific imagery. The mission
of the library is making custom graphics readily
accessible to dealers and sales teams who may
have neither the time nor training to build high
quality imagery for a project’s BAS interface.
To achieve this goal, we developed an inter-
locking “modular” library of  HVAC industry
images which can be placed side-to-side, top-to-
bottom, or one over the other in any number of
ways to create finished imagery for export to BAS
editing software.

Among the many elements illustrated in the
Graphics Library are:
∙ AHUs
∙ Multiple colors of  piping
∙ Cooling towers
∙ Sensors
∙ Coils
∙ Valves
∙ Tanks
∙ Pumps
∙ Miscellaneous ductwork
∙ Dampers
∙ Chillers
∙ Button graphics
∙ Custom backgrounds

Through this assortment of modular elements,
a dealer can generate within minutes a complete
screen template and an illustration of the
HVAC mechanics for any particular screen.
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Duct Sensors

Duct Pieces 

Sample Graphics
With over 1000 individual renderings, the BAS Graphics library provides  a comprehensive 
suite of tools for rapidly creating BAS graphics. Included here is an overview of some of 
the included graphics.



Pipe Sensors and Valves

Duct Equipment 



Large Equipment Chillers

Pumps and Cooling Towers
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